Voy electric scooter wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of 36 volt electric scooter wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the parts of the
circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power and signal links in between the tools. A wiring
diagram usually gives information about the loved one placement and setup of gadgets and
terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic
representation would certainly show a lot more information of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to stress interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is usually used to fix problems as well as to make sure that the
connections have been made which every little thing exists. Variety of 36 volt electric scooter
wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple aesthetic depiction of the physical
connections and also physical layout of an electric system or circuit. It shows how the electric
cables are interconnected and can likewise show where fixtures and elements may be attached
to the system. Use wiring representations to aid in building or manufacturing the circuit or
digital gadget. They are likewise valuable for making fixings. DIY lovers use electrical wiring
representations however they are additionally typical in home structure and auto repair service.
A house contractor will want to validate the physical location of electric outlets and light
fixtures using a wiring diagram to prevent costly errors and developing code offenses. A
schematic reveals the strategy and also function for an electrical circuit, however is not
interested in the physical layout of the wires. Electrical wiring layouts reveal exactly how the
cables are connected and also where they need to found in the actual gadget, in addition to the
physical connections between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram
makes use of abstract or simplified forms and lines to show parts. Photographic layouts are
frequently images with tags or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical parts. If a line
touching another line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are attached. Many symbols used on
a wiring diagram appear like abstract variations of the genuine things they stand for. A switch
will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, much like a light button
you could flip on and off. A resistor will be represented with a series of squiggles signifying the
restriction of present flow. An antenna is a straight line with 3 little lines branching off at its end,
much like a genuine antenna. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of mobility scooter wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power and signal
connections in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually provides information regarding
the loved one placement as well as setup of tools as well as terminals on the devices, in order
to help in building or servicing the device. A photographic representation would certainly show
more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra
symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
usually used to fix troubles as well as to make certain that all the links have been made and that
whatever is existing. Variety of mobility scooter wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge,
and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first appearance at a
circuit representation might be complex, yet if you can review a subway map, you could read
schematics. The function is the same: getting from point A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the
path that enables electrical energy to flow. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the stress or
force of electrical power. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains
electrical energy, the outlets in your home run at V. Electrical outlets in various other nations
run at a different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling. Current: Existing
is the circulation of electrical power, or more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is determined
in Amperes Amps , as well as could just move when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance:
Measured in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how quickly electrons can flow with a
material. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently enable
circulation of movement low resistance. Plastic, timber, and also air are instances of insulators,
inhibiting the activity of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a continual
circulation of present in one direction. DC can flow not just through conductors, yet
semi-conductors, insulators, as well as also a vacuum. In AC, the flow of current periodically
alternates between 2 directions, frequently creating a sine wave. The frequency of Air
Conditioner is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is usually 60 Hz for power in residential and
also service objectives. Finishing an electrical engineering degree as well as then getting a task
in the area suggests you will certainly see a great deal a whole lot a lot of these schematics. It s
crucial to understand exactly what is going on with these. Beginning to make good sense?
These are the essentials as well as might also appear obvious or intuitive to you, such as the
cords and if they are linked. Whenever you determine your details field of electric design, you
may see more intricate diagrams as well as symbols. You ll discover additionally that various

nations make use of various icons. For example, of the two symbols for resistors above, the
first one is utilized in the United States, while the second is utilized in Europe. You will certainly
also discover the various icons made use of for buttons, other power products, inductors,
meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a lot more. Latest Projects Education. General
Electronics Chat mobility scooter repair help. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter helphelp Start date
Aug 18, Search Forums New Posts. Thread Starter helphelp Joined Aug 18, 8. Scroll to continue
with content. SgtWookie Joined Jul 17, 22, Did you see this connection diagram? The problem i
am having is that i cant seem to get the accelerator to regulate the speed of the motor. I have
the original wiring diagram for the scooter, and the diagram that came with the speed controller,
but of course, these do not match up. With respect to the controller wires. The Brake light and
the Pilot light wires, both black and red and probably the same size. I'd suspect you would not
have continuity with the red of the charger to any other red wire of the same size. The only other
thin red wires are from the throttle and the keyswitch. All blacks will have continuity. I'm
guessing that the throttle wires do not have 24V, but maybe 5V from red or blue to black. Just
some assumptions that might help sort the wire out. Last edited: Aug 18, I have elminated from
the controller box the following wires: brakes, brake lights, and charger. Your original post says
you have the original circuit of the scooter. Whynot post it here? Is the throttle any thing like
this? Green signal. Black Gnd. Hall Throttle. The first problem I suspect is the original circuit
uses 2 relays to reverse the motor, the new controler doesnt use relays probably uses a H
bridge. Last edited: Aug 19, Thanks again for all the help, you guys are great! Or the other way
round? You've got all the colors and wires to make yourself a rubics cube of a project. I think
the best of us would be sitting right where you are now. It's funny how they did not inclose them
in the controller unit itself. You ought to consider troubleshooting the two relays, because if one
is gone, neither of them will operate in the diagram as wired and you will end up with a scooter
with no GO. It might be the problem you are trying to fix in the long run as opposed to the
controller. A piece of advice: don't try to open the controller you purchased as doing this will
more than likely break it. I did this to one I bought from the same place one I toasted and it is
encased in black plastic goop so that you can't reverse engineer their cheep design. AMK4
Joined Mar 28, How did you finally make out with the xydh I have one and got the same
controller and am having problems? You must log in or register to reply here. Power Electronics
36 Jul 26, Mobility Scooter Power Supply Repair. You May Also Like. Continue to site. Aug 29,
Mobility scooter. Aug 20, Mobility scooter electronics problem. General Electronics Chat. Jul 4,
Mobility Scooter - how does brake circuit work in a golf cart? Jun 15, Jul 26, So, read below,
remember, and ride safe! Swagger Scooters. Do not carry items when riding. Do not ride in the
rain. Do not ride backwards for long distances or at high speeds. Be especially careful when
riding backwards and turning. Do not operate near flammable vapor, liquids, dust or fibers, and
other fire hazards. Do not start or stop suddenly. Before you start, familiarize yourself with the
operating instructions so that you can operate your unit safely and keep it the best condition.
Otherwise you may crash, fall off, loose control, etc. While riding your SwagTron, exercise
common sense and make sure to follow these safety precautions. Wear appropriate clothing
and safety gear, including helmet, knee pads, elbow pads, and other protective gear. This will
help you handle emergencies better. Always wear shoes while riding your SwagTron. Avoid
riding over obstacles and slippery or wet ground such as snow, ice, and wet surfaces. Avoid
riding on items made of cloth, small branches, and stone. Avoid riding in narrow spaces or
where there are obstacles. Avoid riding on steep slopes. The SwagTron is only for personal
entertainment. Only ride the SwagTron where permitted. You may not be allowed to ride it on
sidewalks and streets. Check your local laws first. Minors, the elderly, and pregnant women
should not ride the SwagTron. SwagTron does not encourage use of its products by minors and
discourages use of our products without adult supervision. When riding the SwagTron you
must comply with local laws and give way to pedestrians. Please be alert to your surroundings
to ensure a safe ride. Do not use your SwagTron while using your cell phone. Do not ride in
dimly lit or dark places. Relax your legs while riding, knees slightly bent. This helps maintain
balance when you encounter uneven ground. Make sure your feet are always on your unit.
Taking your feet off the SwagTron while riding may be dangerous. The SwagTron can only
support one person. Do not let two or more people ride it. The weight of the user and their
belongings should not exceed the minimum load indicated in your User Manual, otherwise you
may fall and be injured and damage the SwagTron. Exceeding the weight capacity of the unit
may result in difficulty controlling the unit and injuries to the rider. This is especially true when
riding downhill, as the SwagTron may reach unsafe speeds. Ensure the vehicle speed is safe to
yourself and others, and be ready to stop at any time. If you and your friends are riding
SwagTrons or any other moving products near each other, please keep a safe distance from

each other to avoid collisions. When going through doors, remember you are four inches 10 cm
taller on the SwagTron. A sudden shift may cause you to fall. The SwagTron is not a medical
mobility device. Be sure you are healthy enough to ride it. You always are responsible for your
own safety. Swagtron is not responsible for injury or accidental death arising from use of our
products. Do not tamper with or use a SwagTron if you have disassembled your unit. While
learning to use a SwagTron, make sure you have a buddy to help you balance until you are
proficient with balancing on your own. If your unit is damaged, punctured or otherwise not fully
functional, please refrain from use and call our Customer Service department. The previous
owner of my Voy overcharged the batteries, and the bulged out the sides. They last much
longer, so if you use your Voy a lot it may be worth it. Lithium Ion battery packs are the way to
go. Unfortunately they are pretty expensive right now. For the lead acid batteries on eBay, be
sure to ask about manufacture date and how many amp hours they are rated for. When I first
bought the Phantom for my wife to ride back and forth to the library it worked great. That was 3
years ago and after only 1 year the thing just wouldnt go. It showed a full charge but when you
accelerated it just died and gave you very little go. Does anyone think this is the motor hub or
the batteries? Thanks Joe. Sounds like the batteries. Lead acid batteries that sit around for that
amount of time can die and never recover, especially if they drained to zero. When putting an
electric vehicle that uses lead acid batteries into prolonged periods of storage, you want to
charge the battery to maximum every 6 months. Otherwise sulfation occurs and permanent
damage results. I just purchased my Voy I wanted to use the pedeling feature as well they seem
kind of hard to work and they fall off easy what should I try. Thanks, Conner. The pedals are
really only good for starting from a dead stop. It is just a one speed underneath. The position of
the pedals is indeed awkward, you might feel like a monkey on a tricycle. Not much you can try
to keep them on. Unlike bicycles, the custom pedal arms that the Voy used has no bolt. The
pedals are just good for having a place to keep your feet, and for communicating clearly to
other bicyclists and drivers that you are on an electric bicycle. Pocky, I just found 3, 15amp
Batteries for my Voy there the correct fit the price is You'll get better range with 15 amps, but no
extra speed. Those will last longer before they need to be replaced, recharge faster and weigh a
ton less. I went to the web site for the Ion battery and I can't figure out which battery to buy is it
just the 36v 10ah on the front page please let me know Pocky I would like to buy it sometime
next week THANKS for your help. Hi angel. The under the seat battery back is very rare. I would
just have the floor mat main battery battery cells replaced. Hi angel, The main battery is under
the floor mat. The spare battery goes under the seat and is used for extending range. The
ignition has two ON positions. The first ON is for the main battery. The second ON is for the
spare battery. You only need one battery to run. Simply drive using the main battery until it is
dead. Then switch to the spare battery and drive until it is dead. The spare battery just increases
the range. It will not improve your speed. To improve speed, considering upgrading the motor
and controller together by purchase a 16" electric bicycle rear wheel kit. ON my daughters Voy I
completely goofed and unwired my batteies and must have written the wrong diagram for it.
Now I cannot get it rewired right. Any chance of someone might draw me one from theirs and
email it to me: sc4green gmail. I just got a Voy that someone had abandoned at my dumpster. It
is completely dead and no charger. Do you recommend I buy a new battery pack also or only a
new charger? The thing looks new and never ridden. Where can I get a charger? How do I know
if it's worth spending money on to get running? Or might you have a spare? Or could anyone
draw the outline for me? Thank you in advance, Patch1st aol. Hi Patch, The carpeted foot is not
the greatest because it does not attach to the scooter in anyway. What I ended up doing was go
to my local hardware store and buy a large piece of rubber flooring. I then cut a square to add
some grip to the Voy floor area. Check out what your hardware store has, you'll be surprised
what they sell by the foot! September 22nd. They both need new batteries! The add has no year
for the Electra Voy's Larry homeloanrealty yahoo. I have worked in a scooter parts store for
over 10 years and know that sealed-lead acid batteries designed for computer backup and
backup lighting systems are not designed for electric vehicles and will not perform well in these
vehicles. They are only designed to be discharged and recharged times, while an electric
vehicle battery is designed to be recharged times or more. Get electric vehicle batteries from
reputable elctric vehicle parts dealers and not from a local store that does not sell electric
vehicles. We bought a Voy. The cable under the seat has a female 3 pin plug that looks like a
picture of an output cable for a JYA charger. Obviously two female plugs cannot be connected.
Can you tell me where and how to connect a charger and if a JYA is one to buy? Wednesday,
January 2, Batteries. How to find batteries for your Voy:. Ask your local car repair shop if they
can order the batteries for you. Home depot and other like stores may be able to help you too.
Ordering online is always an option, but shipping will be expensive since these lead acid
batteries are very heavy. Try to find them locally first. Any place that carries car batteries can

order them for you. But a higher AH rating won't make your Voy go any faster. How to properly
charge your batteries:. Sealed lead acid batteries are completely different than Lithium Ion
technology used in your cell phone and laptops. Here are the basic rules:. Never run your Voy
battery all down to the low zone. Doing so will permanently hurt the life of the batteries.
Recharge as soon as you can. Even for short rides. Lead acid batteries live longer this way.
Don't charge for more than 10 hours. Your charger may have a built in cut-off, but most
chargers are cheap and simply supply voltage. For more information, Google "Lead acid battery
care" or see this page from the Electric Vehicle Discussion List Library on lead acid battery
care. Electra Voy battery wiring diagram:. Posted by Pocky at PM. Mark September 13, at PM.
Pocky September 15, at PM. Anonymous October 12, at PM. Pocky October 13, at PM. Conner
November 23, at AM. Pocky November 23, at AM. Conner November 23, at PM. Pocky November
23, at PM. Conner December 25, at PM. Anonymous January 23, at AM. Pocky January 23, at AM.
Anonymous January 24, at PM. Pocky January 24, at PM. Anonymous January 25, at AM.
Anonymous January 25, at PM. Pocky January 26, at PM. Anonymous January 27, at PM.
Anonymous April 15, at AM. Pocky April 15, at PM. Anonymous June 10, at PM. Anonymous
August 13, at PM. Anonymous September 14, at PM. Pocky September 14, at PM. Anonymous
September 22, at PM. Pocky September 22, at PM. Pocky April 26, at PM. Anonymous May 11, at
AM. Anonymous June 26, at PM. Anonymous October 6, at PM. Pocky October 6, at PM.
Anonymous December 29, at PM. Anonymous June 2, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Menu 1. Home 2. Post pictures of your Voy! Manuals 4.
Where to get parts 5. Batteries for your Voy 6. Troubleshooting 7. Forum 8. Video 9. Send
pictures, questions, upgrade tips, part finds and more to pockyrevolution gmail. Did you work
for ElectraUSA? Please email! Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. No parts of this
publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior
permission of EV Global Motors Company. The following chart describes these signals and their
various meanings. Always residue. Apply a small amount of Loctite. Inspect more frequently
when riding in dusty or wet conditions. Dimensions Page 10 Chapter Two SX model 26 x 1.
Range Over 20 miles with moderate pedal assist. Page Replacing The Battery The following
procedure describes how to remove and replace the battery. Set the battery pack on its side so
the bat Remove the mounting screw, and discon- Figure 3 sits in the bottom of the case the nect
the blue negative lead from the negative - end with the capacitor. Be sure the battery is battery
terminal. Be sure to remove the washer. Fit the cover onto the battery pack. Be sure Installation
no wire is pinched beneath the cover. Apply Loctite blue to the threads of 1. Be sure the
insulator B, Figure 6 is in the two cover screws, and secure the cover in place in the battery
pack. Removal Charger Output Test 1. Turn the power knob OFF. Remove the cover from the
battery pack. Open the battery compartment door. Loosen the stem-binder bolt three or four The
handlebar may be adjusted to suit the turns counterclockwise A, Figure 4. The following
procedure rises from the steering stem, strike the bolt with describes how to set the handlebar
to the stock a plastic mallet to force the stem wedge down. Install the throttle control as
described in The "Minimum Insert" mark on the handlebar this chapter. Install the accessory
control as described in this chapter. Disconnect the front brake cable from the C, Figure 1.
S-hook C, Figure 1. Note how the front brake 7. Roll the right handlebar grip onto the han- cable
is routed around the headlight LE and dlebar until the grip is flush with the end of the SX
models or around the battery holder PE handlebar. Page 22 Chapter Four 6. Loosen the
mirror-mounting bolt Figure frame top tube so it is out of the way. Do not 10 , and remove the
mirror from the handlebar severely bend or kink the cable. Roll the left handlebar grip from the
han- Slide the shifter body onto the left handle- the slots in the brake lever, adjusting bar. Guide
the shifter cable around the head- barrel and adjuster locknut. Page 24 Chapter Four side of the
retainer facing up toward lower head-tube race. The bearing will have to be installed in this
position during assembly. Visually inspect the position of cone in the adjustable race and in the
fork crown. Note FIG. Install the washer and thread the headset Assembly locknut onto the fork
column. Clean the bearings, head-tube races, fork- Torque the headset locknut to the specificrown race, and adjustable race with solvent. Page 26 Fit the handlebar into place in the binder
instead of a smooth, fluid motion. Be sure the b. Remove the brake cable. If you are replac- Do
not set the caliper-arm spring tension too ing the rear brake cable, remove the left side high.
Turn the adjusting barrel and the adjuster forming the following: locknut until their slots align
with the slot in the a. Page Brake Pad 7. Install the plain washer E, Figure 8. Apply Loctite to the
threads of the pad stud, and install the brake pad nut F, Figure 8. Poor verticle-angle od
verticle-angle alignment alignment Page Caliper Arm Chapter Five 4. Inspect the
caliper-mounting boss in the 5. Visually inspect the pad for vertical-angle frame. If necessary,
manipulate the pad so a. Be sure the threads of the caliper-mount- the face of the pad parallels
the rim Figure ing boss are clean. Thread the caliper-pivot bolt into the caliper- wrench to turn

the modulation adjuster Figure mounting boss. As you tighten the pivot bolt, 15 on each brake
arm. Turning the adjuster be sure the pin engages then indexing hole in clockwise decreases
the amount of modula- the boss. Page 34 Chapter Five 5. Hold the adjuster with the Allen
wrench, and tighten the locknut B, Figure 16 securely. Set the pads by sharply apply the brakes
four or five times. NOTE: A slight amount of pad scraping is normal, especially with new brakes
or new brake pads. Loosen the mounting screw in the mirror housing, and remove the mirror
from the end of Removal the handlebar Figure 2. Remove the handlebar grip from the left 1.
Remove the shift cable from the S-hook end of the handlebar. Page Shifter Cable 1. Operate the
shifter and move the chain to the outermost cog. Note how the shifter cable is routed along the
top tube and the right seat stay. The cable will have to be rerouted along the same path. Page 37
2. Preset the derailleur adjustment screws before installing the cable. Thoroughly lubricate the
shifter-housing bar- a. The guide Page 38 Chapter Six 7. Check that the cable is still seated in
the groove in the shifter housing, and install the cover plate Figure 7. Check the operation of the
shifter. Pull the inner wire while you operate the shifter. The inner wire should move in and out,
and the shifter should click along its detents. The L-screw sets its inward limit. Page 40 Shift the
derailleur so the chain is on the outermost cog. NOTE b. The guide derailleur begins to move.
Page 42 6. Remove the tool from the chain. Insufficient Bend 7. Flex the chain laterally, and
separate the chain. Turn the tool handle, and drive the rivet 2. Inspect the position of the spindle
end. The 7. Turn the crank wrench handle clockwise, end of the spindle should be recessed
within and press the crank arm off the spindle. If the spindle end is 8. Inspect the square hole in
the crank arm 2. Examine the inboard side of the crank- Figure The flats of the hole should be
straight and even. Page Pedal Chapter Seven Installation 1. Inspect the threads of the pedal
stud. Install the pedal with the left-hand threads onto the left side. Grease the threads of the
pedal stud. The bottom-bracket cartridge has very fine Removal threads that are easily
damaged. Check the threads in the bottom-bracket shell before 1. Page Connector Identification
It will have to be reinstalled cover. Gently push cable inlet cover so it fol- in the same location.
Page Left Side Cover 2. Pivot the side cover into place. See B, Figure H from the controller
board. See Figure 1. Page Motor 1. Apply grease to the axle threads. Press the lock toward the
QR connector to 2. Page Headlight 6. If removed, loosely reinstall the axle nuts from the blue
electrical lead from the headlight and washers. Have a friend sit on the bike and hold it vertically. Be sure the tires are inflated to the prop- FIG. Page Troubleshooting Chapter Eight 2.
Before moving on to a next step, reconnect any part that had been disconnect- under the seat
Figure Troubleshooting Symptoms A. The system turns on, but the headlight 2. Remove the
battery, and turn the power battery compartment with your hand, and turn knob to ON to
discharge the capacitor in the the power knob ON. Page 57 Chapter Eight circuit. Do not simply
replace a controller fuse Battery voltage test 1. The new fuse will 2. Use a digital volt ohmmeter
to measure the also be blown. Page 58 Replace the taillight cable if any wire in the cable does
not have continuity. Motor test 2. Reconnect the taillight connector F, Figure 1. Connect a
known-good taillight assembly to and turn the power knob ON to discharge the capacitor on the
controller. Print page 1 Print document 61 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Under voltage
protection volts. The electrical system of a scooter contains several components including a
controller control connector brake power wiring control wiring and more. Electric scooter
controller wiring diagram. Electric scooter repair help battery pack and electrical component
wiring. Electric scooters and bicycles. Its just a matter of wiring a few parts and components
together to the speed controller. In e bike it dont mean that motor and battery thats all. Ebike
controller wiring finding e abs karma ebikes. In this topic we are tried to understand the working
of controller in e bike. Key fobs have 4 buttons alarm on alarm off alarm mute remote start.
Basic electric scooter and bicycle wiring diagram battery packs battery pack wiring directions.
These diagrams are essential for troubleshooting scooter wiring problems. Alarm with key fob
for brushless dc motor speed controllers electric scooter moped and bike anti theft security
alarm with two remote control key fob transmitters. Mot k wiring directions relays. There is third
party involved in this to. Circuit diagram of electric bike controller for motor. Current limiting
feature helps prevent controller and motor damage due to over current conditions. Spd speed
controller wiring directions. Works with both 48 volt and 60 volt controllers. The speed
controllers wiring directions will precisely indicate which wires to connect to which parts and
components. December 22 in. Dewalt 20v x 6 electric bike part 8 finished 60v w. Maximum
current 30 amps. Wiring an electric scooter bike or go kart is as simple as it looks in the
drawing. Signal generators speed controller circuit diagrams no comments. Currie 24v w w
electric scooter speed controller with 3 wire throttle connector designed for 24 volt motors up to
watts. How to replace the speed controller in an electric scooter. Razor MX version 11
replacement controller. Older Razor E replacing obsolete controller. Voy Electric Scooter Wiring

Diagram. Razor Dune Buggy speed controller conversion. Ezip electric scooter wiring diagram
needed. Electric Bike Controller Wiring Diagram in addition. Zooma electric scooter
modification : ElectricScooterParts. Posting Komentar. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting
Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Just acquired one of these from craigslist, so
my new PROJECT came fully ebquipped with rusty fasteners, cobwebs and dead insects
basement kept. I didn't even know what the thing was, since there were no markings, and had to
"reverse engineer" the ID based on the battery! I gather the company that sold this thing went
under, and parts sources may be limited, so my questions are as follows: 1. I found the owners
manual on line, but there is little tech info. Is there a source for wiring diagrams, etc? Can I
replace the really dubious looking factory wiring harness with a "generic"? Is there a
comparable bike, made by an un-dead company that I can buy the parts for and swap into this
bike? Don't know that much about this technology, so keep it simple. Charger, I need a charger!
Batteries: a good generic replacement recomendation. Thanks, and god help me You can buy
parts for your bike from electricscooterparts. It is a generic 36v w electric scooter. Your
batteries are standard 12v 12ah sla batteries, and you need 3 of them. Any 36v ebike sla charger
will work. Try eBay. Chances are, three new batteries and a charger and you will be good to go.
Pick up a couple of spare 20 amp fuses while you are at it. Should go 15mph on
2006 mazda 6 headlight
scosche 03 gm cl2 interface
2001 sable
the speedometer which is actually mph. You might have to push it up hills, though. Okay, and it
looks like the "Rad2Go" Sunbird is the identical machine. I would like a wiring diagram of either
this machine or a generic wiring diagram. I'm tracing the lines and have found too many
suspicious connections to be comfortable. I can probably figure it all out, but a picture would
help Thanks. Skip to main content. Electric vehicle related discussion, advocacy, and
information. Search form Search. Register Sign in. Log in or register to post comments. Last
post. Last seen: 12 years 7 months ago. Joined: Thursday, June 19, - Points : Oi Vey. Last seen:
12 years 6 months ago. Joined: Saturday, June 7, - Re: VOY Unless the connectors are rusted or
broken, that would not be the first thing I upgraded. Who's online There is currently 1 user
online. Who's new kurt. Disclosure: Monetized by Skimlinks. Communal learning about moving
our butts around town without burning fossil fuels. Privacy Policy.

